
GOSPEL PEOPLE
Michael Reeves
The term evangelical is often poorly defined and frequently
comes with cultural and political baggage. As the label has
become more controversial, many Christians have begun to
wonder if they should abandon it altogether.

RRP: $24.99 // OUR PRICE: $17.50

SECURE IN THE EVERLASTING ARMS

In this handsomely repackaged edition of Elliot's classic
book, you are invited to join her as she recounts how she
relied on God during some of the most amazing and
difficult events of her life.

RRP: $24.99 // OUR PRICE: $20.00

MENTAL HEALTH AND YOUR CHURCH
Helen Thorne & Dr Steve Midgley
While acknowledging the importance of liaising responsibly with
medics and counsellors, this book focuses on equipping readers to
play their part in making churches places where those who struggle
with mental-health conditions are welcomed, understood, nurtured and
supported: a foretaste of the new creation.
RRP: $23.99 // OUR PRICE: $19.00

GENTLE AND LOWLY
Dane Ortlund
Christians know what Jesus Christ has done—but who is he? What is
his deepest heart for his people, weary and faltering on their journey
toward heaven? Jesus said he is “gentle and lowly in heart.” This
book reflects on these words, opening up a neglected yet central
truth about who he is for sinners and sufferers today.

RRP: $22.99 // OUR PRICE: $18.50

OUR CURRENT FAVOURITES

PTC Media Bookshop.                  Phone:  (03) 9898 9879   email: ptcmedia@ptc.edu.au    website: ptc.edu.au/ptc-bookshop

Elisabeth Elliot



FINDING THE RIGHT HILLS TO DIE ON
Gavin Ortlund

Pastor Gavin Ortlund implores us to cultivate humility as we
prioritize doctrine into four ranks—essential, urgent, important,
and unimportant—so that we will be as effective as possible at
advancing the gospel in our time.

RRP: $24.99 // OUR PRICE: $20.00

ENJOYING GOD

In this seminal work by Tim Chester, we’ll see how the three
persons of the Trinity relate to us in our day-to-day lives and how
to respond. We’ll discover that as we interact more with God,
and understand how awesome he is, we will experience the joy
of being known by the creator of the universe.

RRP: $21.99 // OUR PRICE: $17.50

BIBLICAL CRITICAL THEORY
Christopher Watkin

Provide a short description, detailing what you
product, item, or service is about. Keep this within
two to three pages long.

RRP: $54.99 // OUR PRICE: $44.00

CONCISE THEOLOGY
J. I. Packer

J This important resource walks readers through the pillars of
the Christian faith and helps them grow in understanding of
the unchanging truth about God as presented in the
Scriptures.

RRP: $38.99 // OUR PRICE: $31.00

THEOLOGY FAVOURITES

PTC Media Bookshop.                  Phone:  (03) 9898 9879   email: ptcmedia@ptc.edu.au    website: ptc.edu.au/ptc-bookshop

Tim Chester



MEN AND WOMEN IN THE CHURCH
Kevin Deyoung

Men and Women in the Church is about the divinely
designed complementarity of men and women as it applies
to life in general and especially ministry in the church.

RRP: $27.99 // OUR PRICE: $22.50

BEING THE BAD GUYS

In our post-Christian culture, how do we offer the gospel to
those around us who view it as not only wrong but possibly
dangerous? And how do we ensure that the secular worldview
does not entice us away with its constant barrage, online and
elsewhere, of messages about self-determinism?

RRP: $21.99 // OUR PRICE: $17.50

STRANGE NEW WORLD
Carl R. Trueman
How did the world arrive at its current, disorienting state of identity
politics, and how should the church respond? Historian Carl R.
Trueman shows how influences ranging from traditional institutions
to technology and pornography moved modern culture toward an
era of “expressive individualism.” 

RRP: $24.99 // OUR PRICE: $20.00

HOW TO FIND YOURSELF: WHY
LOOKING INWARD IS NOT THE ANSWER

Brian. S Rosner
Prompted by his own past crisis of identity, Brian Rosner
challenges the status quo by arguing that, while knowing
yourself is of some value, it cannot be the sole basis for
one’s identity. 

RRP: $29.99 // OUR PRICE: $24.00

CONTEMPORARY ISSUE FAVOURITES

PTC Media Bookshop.                  Phone:  (03) 9898 9879   email: ptcmedia@ptc.edu.au    website: ptc.edu.au/ptc-bookshop

Stephen McAlpine



TOGETHER THROUGH THE STORMS
Sarah and Jeff Walton
This is not a “how to” guide on having the best marriage, but,
rather, a walk alongside you and your spouse, sharing the
realities of suffering and the effects it can have on a
marriage. It is an encouragement to lift your eyes above your
trials, off your spouse, and onto our all-sufficient Savior.
RRP: $27.99 // OUR PRICE: $22.50

5 MYTHS ABOUT SINGELNESS

Addressed to the church as a whole and written by a single
pastor, 7 Myths about Singleness will help readers better
understand, support, and empower the singles around them
to contribute to the flourishing of the church as a whole.

RRP: $22.99 // OUR PRICE: $18.50

PRACTICAL THEOLOGY OF FAMILY WORSHIP
Jonathan Williams
In A Practical Theology of Family Worship, Jonathan
Williams examines Baxter’s context, the encouragements he
gave for family worship, and his family-equipping ministry
among the congregation
RRP: $26.99 // OUR PRICE: $21.50

5 THINGS TO PRAY FOR YOUR SPOUSE
Micheal & Melissa Kruger
A happy and healthy marriage is one of God's sweetest gifts
to us. And one of the best ways to nurture that is through the
power of prayer. This guide will help you to pray bold,
Scripture-based prayers for your husband or wife that will
strengthen and enrich your marriage. 
RRP: $11.99 // OUR PRICE: $9.50

FAMILY FAVOURITES

PTC Media Bookshop.                  Phone:  (03) 9898 9879   email: ptcmedia@ptc.edu.au    website: ptc.edu.au/ptc-bookshop

Sam Allberry



OURS: BIBL ICAL COMFORT FOR MEN GRIEVING
MISCARRIAGE

Eric Schumacher
This 31-day devotional gives biblical comfort and practical
support to men processing miscarriage. The loss of a baby in the
womb can leave the father reeling, as well as the mother. He may
feel confused, helpless, lonely, deeply sad, or just numb.

RRP: $22.99 // OUR PRICE: $18.50

THOUGHTS FOR YOUNG MEN

Thoughts for Young Men is practical, spiritual, and lively.
Abounding in advice and good sense, it is still as relevant
and helpful in the twenty-first century as it was when it
was first published in 1865.

RRP: $9.99 // OUR PRICE: $8.00

THE MANUAL: GETTING MASCULINITY RIGHT
Al Stewart
In The Manual, Al Stewart sifts through the current debates and
challenges facing men, offering practical wisdom and insights on
how to live as a man valued by others. More importantly, he digs
into what the Bible has to say about manhood and about how
being a follower of Jesus is central to loving and serving others.

RRP: $24.99 // OUR PRICE: $20.00

DISCIPL INES OF A GODLY MAN
R. Kent Hughes

With biblical wisdom, memorable illustrations, and
engaging study questions, this practical guide will empower
men to take seriously the call to godliness and direct their
energy toward the things that matter most.

RRP: $24.99 // OUR PRICE: $20.00

MEN FAVOURITES

PTC Media Bookshop.                  Phone:  (03) 9898 9879   email: ptcmedia@ptc.edu.au    website: ptc.edu.au/ptc-bookshop

J. C. Ryle



LETTERS TO PASTORS WIFE
Catherine J. Stewart

In this book you will find the beauty of various personalities,
character types and giftedness interweaving the pages of these
letters. These letters from the wives of experienced and well-
known pastors provide empathy, wise counsel and
encouragement.
RRP: $29.99 // OUR PRICE: $24.00

With three goals in mind—growing in unity, the knowledge
of Christ, and Christlike maturity—Marshall and Newheiser
offer biblical motivation and practical advice for sharing the
wisdom of Scripture with others.

RRP: $24.99 // OUR PRICE: $20.00

JESUS THROUGH THE EYS OF WOMEN
Rebecca McLaughlin
Jesus’s treatment of women was revolutionary. That’s why they flocked
to him. Wherever he went, they sought him out. Women sat at his feet
and tugged at his robes. They came to him for healing, for forgiveness,
and for answers. So what did women see in this first-century Jewish
rabbi and what can we learn as we look through their eyes today?

RRP: $22.99 // OUR PRICE: $18.00

COMPAIRED TO HER
Sophie de Witt

This book is about how to spot Compulsive Comparison
Syndrome and its effects on your life; the view of life that
causes it; how the gospel treats it; and how you can move
beyond it to live a life of true, lasting contentment.

RRP: $21.99 // OUR PRICE: $17.50

WOMEN FAVOURITES

PTC Media Bookshop.                  Phone:  (03) 9898 9879   email: ptcmedia@ptc.edu.au    website: ptc.edu.au/ptc-bookshop

WHEN WORDS MATTER MOST
Cheryl Marshall & Caroline Newheiser



TALES THAT TELL THE TRUTH SERIES
Multiple authors
 Each book focuses on a true story from the Bible and teaches
children wonderful truths about the Lord Jesus. Catalina
Echeverri's illustrations are full of life, detail and lots of fun
while always remaining faithful to the biblical text.
RRP: $21.99 each // OUR PRICE: $17.50 each

In addition to basic Bible theology, Baby Believer board books
are filled with quotations from the Bible, creeds, hymns, church
fathers, and other articles of faith to help reinforce the content
and provide intellectual handholds for older children who
possess a greater capacity for learning and memorization.

RRP: $19.99 each // OUR PRICE: $16.00 each

THE OLOGY
Marty Machowski
The Ology gives kids of all ages a beginner's theology book to help
them understand who God is and how we, as his children, relate to
him. It is a starting point to learning theology and aims to create a
hunger and desire in children to learn more as they grow older.

RRP: $44.99 // OUR PRICE: $36.00

SOPHIE AND THE HIEDELBERG CAT
Andrew Wilson & Helena P. Garcia
Sophie, a little girl upset after disobeying her parents, learns the
basics of the gospel of grace from a neighborhood cat through a
conversation based on the first question and answer of the Heidelberg
Catechism: What is your only comfort in life and in death? That I am
not my own, but belong . . . to my faithful Savior, Jesus Christ.

RRP: 19.99 // OUR PRICE: $16.00

CHILD FAVOURITES

PTC Media Bookshop.                  Phone:  (03) 9898 9879   email: ptcmedia@ptc.edu.au    website: ptc.edu.au/ptc-bookshop

BABY BELIEVER SERIES



SIDE BY SIDE
Edward T. Welch

Written out of the conviction that friends are the best helpers,
this accessible introduction to biblical counselling will equip
believers to share their burdens with one another through gentle
words of wisdom and kind acts of love.
RRP: $19.99 // OUR PRICE: $16.00

In this paradigm-shifting book, Nancy Guthrie gently invites
readers to lean in along with her to hear Jesus speak
understanding and insight into the lingering questions we all
have about the hurts of life: What was God’s involvement in
this, and why did he let it happen? 
RRP: $23.99 // OUR PRICE: $19.00

I 'M PRAYING FOR YOU
Nancy Guthrie
Through forty carefully-chosen Scripture passages, Nancy Guthrie
opens up the wealth of scripture to teach us how to pray for those
who are hurting. She shows us how the Bible provides us with a
vocabulary for prayer that enables us to ask God to achieve what
he intends in and through suffering. 

RRP: $16.99 // OUR PRICE: $13.50

SUFFERING IS NEVER FOR NOTHING
Elisabeth Elliot
Elisabeth Elliot was no stranger to suffering. Her first husband,
Jim, was murdered by the Waoroni people in Ecuador
moments after he arrived in hopes of sharing the gospel. Her
second husband was lost to cancer. Yet, it was in her deepest
suffering that she learned the deepest lessons about God.
RRP: $29.99 // OUR PRICE: $24.00

GRIEF AND SUFFERING

PTC Media Bookshop.                  Phone:  (03) 9898 9879   email: ptcmedia@ptc.edu.au    website: ptc.edu.au/ptc-bookshop

HEARING JESUS SPEAK INTO YOUR SUFFERING
Nancy Guthrie



PHONE

Call us to make an order or for any
other enquiries.

Fill out the order form, found online, and email it
to us for processing. We will be in contact with
you to confirm pricing. Please note that we only
offer items stocked by Reformers Bookshop and a
selection of PCV resources.

IN STORE

Come and browse our hand-picked selection of
books from Reformers Bookshop at the
Presbyterian Theological College by contacting us
and making an appointment.

ORDER FROM US

PTC Media Bookshop.                  Phone:  (03) 9898 9879   email: ptcmedia@ptc.edu.au    website: ptc.edu.au/ptc-bookshop

EMAIL

 

The PTC Bookshop (PTC Media) is a ministry of the College to students and the wider
Christian community. We provide quality resources through Reformers Bookshop and we
would love to help you find resources for your church, your own spiritual growth and home
life. To help make these resources more accessible, we currently offer a 20% discount on
Reformers Bookshop retail prices. We also provide resources specifically for the Presbyterian
Church of Victoria (PCV), including membership booklets and certificates.


